
NTN’s focus to directly work with maintenance staff to solve 
every day bearing operation problems led to the development 
of the SP/SFC heavy-duty block series. Having provided years 
of service to harsh applications in industries including mining, 
steel, paper, and forestry, NTN engineers focused on the two 
most common problems found in the field with traditional 
heavy-duty blocks: contamination and installation.
 

Contamination 

All bearing manufacturers provide bearing selection tools that 
reference a theoretical life; however, one thing that is proven 
is that some industries challenge that theory.  Contamination 
can quickly destroy seals, lubricants and, ultimately, bearings. 
The best solution is to keep contamination out of the bearing to 
achieve performance.  
 
The advantage of NTN’s SP/SFC heavy-duty blocks originates 
from an intense focus on integral bearing sealing that results 
in more than one advantage in the real world. Primarily, 
the concept is to keep debris out.  Maintenance protocol, 
education, and tools have greatly improved over the years 
but there are still challenges that any textbook or catalog 
recommendation cannot overcome. 
 
For example, misalignment is rarely understood as a 
contributing factor to contamination yet ultimately can lead 
to poor seal performance. While in a misaligned state, heavy 
seal pressure and wear occurs along one half of the sealing 
surface. At the same time, minimal seal pressure along the 
opposite half allows an opening for contamination ingress into 
the bearing cavity. Many housing designs are limited to ±0.5° 
before the seal becomes compromised. By integrating seals 
directly on the bearing insert, seal centers are moved closer 

to the bearing center which results in a ±1.0° misalignment 
capability from NTN’s MX-W insert. 
 
The MX-W seal itself is engineered with an internal grease 
reservoir. Grease migrates into a unique formed seal cavity 
to provide a reserve that is easily supplied and accessible to 
the rolling elements when needed the most. Under extremely 
severe conditions, or for rotating component safety concerns, 
additional seal covers and optional end covers are also 
available in the SP/SFC series to complement the MX-W sealed 
insert. 
 

However, the common problem that results in shaft seals 
frequently subjected to wash down or moisture is shaft 
corrosion. As a consequence of this corrosion, shaft wear at 
the seal land can also compromise seal effectiveness and the 
ingress of contamination to occur. 
    
For this reason, the MX-W 
bearing rings feature a phosphate 
coating. This added corrosion 
resistance allows the core integral 
bearing seals to not only run on a 
precision-ground surface but also 
to have optimized longevity and 
performance. For many aggressive 
operating environments, the MX-W 
insert is the core of the series 
success in converting applications 
requiring monthly bearing 
replacement to those providing 
years of trouble-free service. 
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Installation 
 
Cost savings and pressure to work faster and get 
the equipment running as efficiently as possible 
are challenges for most maintenance departments. 
Under such pressures, installation of open bearings 
in split-style housings only promotes chances of 
contamination entering the bearing or lubrication at the 
time of installation. Keeping an open bearing assembly 
clean during installation is not an easy challenge and 
can only lead to repeated bearing replacement in the 
future. Tasked with the challenge to avoid failure, the 
second main SP/SFC design achievement is simplified 
installation to avoid mistakes.  The unit is supplied 
completely assembled and consists of a one-piece pillow 
block (SPA/SPW style) or flanged housing (SFC style) with 
the MX-W insert that is sealed and lubricated in NTN’s 
clean bearing manufacturing environment. The series’ 
one-piece ductile housings avoid mixing of caps with 
bases plus integrated snap rings avoid any requirement 
for additional fixing rings, thus each inventoried unit can 
easily adjust to a fixed or free assembly. 
 
Reducing components and steps required at installation 
has proven to avoid initial setup errors while a completely 
enclosed insert allows continuous work to commence at 
any given time in the surrounding environment without 
concern of bearing contamination. For more information, 
visit www.ntnamericas.com and download NTN SPAW, 
SPW and SFCW Type Cat. C-2600-V or call NTN technical 
support at 1-800-323-2358. 
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C(M)-SPAW22...
NTN SPAW heavy-duty block fixed & float capability

When you choose NTN, your team is equipped with all the 
necessary tools and resources to get the job done right. 
From installation to problem-solving, we’ll be there with 
the hands-on support you need to take on your toughest 
challenges. This includes extra services such as: 

Beyond Bearings
Training. Installation Support.  
Trouble-shooting. And more.

Technical Training Unit
On-site, mobile training unit offering specialized,  
hands-on instruction from NTN engineers 

Product Training School
Three days of in-depth instruction from NTN  
engineers at headquarters 
(go.ntnamericas.com/trainingschool)

eKnowledge 
WEB-BASED TRAINING PROGRAM

Six online product training modules covering 
different bearing types and nomenclature 
(www.ntnamericas.com/eknowledge)

NTN Bearing Finder
Customizable search tool featuring exhaustive 
data sets, comprehensive part interchanges  
and interactive CAD drawings 
(bearingfinder.ntnamericas.com)9400 W. 55th Street • Merriam, KS 66203

Phone: 913.677.3151 • www.ibtinc.com


